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1. Editorial
Now that Roger Gate has taken over as Treasurer as well as Child Protection Officer, it has seemed right that
I resume the job of Editor of our Newsletter. During these somewhat difficult times it is necessary that all
club members have contact with and information about our club, even if it is all done electronically.
First of all, thank you to all those who have contributed to this first issue of 2021. Hopefully we shall all be
able to meet and fly again by late-Spring and we older members who have had our ‘jabs’ are feeling much
more optimistic about things again.
During the lock-downs, it seems as though some of us have found other projects to interest us. Further down
you will hear what Romo and Alan Wyse have been up to. Please let me know of other projects in which you

have been involved. I do know that Tim Williamson has been building a 1/24th scale Me109 and a flying
model of an Olympia. Personally, I have been carrying out a lot of classic car restoration work (lots of lovely
welding!).
2. Chairman’s Chat
I would like to thank Peter Valentine for continuing his excellent Newsletter and those members who have
contributed to it
As you should all know we have our AGM on 20th March at 3pm. Please submit any questions to our
Secretary, Richard Hayden, ASAP. As we have paid for a Zoom licence, we can now hold meetings longer
than ¾ hour, so after the AGM I would like to hold Zoom meetings monthly for general discussion.
The BGA has been in discussions with the CAA and it’s now been decided that the Instructors can fly in order
to keep current. Hopefully it won’t be too long before we can all fly. Let’s keep our fingers crossed for April.
I would like to welcome Geoff Luck, who’s joining us in March/April as a Half-Cat instructor (Ah, another
refugee from 616 Henlow!).
3. CFI’s Notes
We can, hopefully, look forward to a resumption of flying by late Spring. With this in mind, I propose to restart as we did last year when a list of solo pilots was made and these were enabled to re-solo first.
Following that those needing one or more check-flights will follow and finally we will be able to resume presolo training.
The important things are to take this one step at a time and ensure that everything is kept safe.
Last year there were no annual checks carried out, but this year all pilots must complete their annual checks
to include launch failures and spinning
The BGA have issued the Accident Statistics from 2020 and there were two instances of gliders spinning
whilst in-circuit and one case of a young pilot in a K6CR who had a cable break at 200 ft and immediately
turned downwind. Annual checks are intended to prevent these sorts of happenings.
Initially we will be short of 2-seat gliders because annual inspections have not been possible during lockdown and ARC's have expired. We shall have to be patient until our fleet is available again.
Lastly, Mike Newton has informed me that his other commitments mean that he will no longer be able to
instruct at Nene valley. On behalf of all members I would like to thank him for all the hard work he has put in
over several years. You will always be welcome at NVGC, Mike, and we wish you the very best for the future.
4. Aircraft Notes by Alan Wyse
When we eventually get going again it is possible that only 2 aircraft will be available for flying operations K13 CFG and the K8 LUG. The first priority will be to check both of these for rodent ingress, unrecorded
damage, tyre pressures, cleanliness etc before releasing them for gliding operations. Also need to check
CFG's drag pins for security. All of the other aircraft will have expired Annual Inspections, the only possible
exception being the Junior which could be available up to 05 April before its extended Annual expires.
Priorities for the workshop will then be: Twin Astir LSR's Annual, K13 JMX's Annual (required on-line again by
June before CFG comes off-line), then the Junior and finally completion of DOX's Annual - investigation of the
drag spar problem at the wing root. The K8 LUG also becomes due in June, so we are going to be busy!
5. Ground Equipment Stuff by Peter Valentine
There has been no need for an annual maintenance month this year since we have not used our ground
equipment very much.
Dartmoor Gliding Society, who had the third of the ex-RAF Twin-Drum ML winches, let us know that they
intended to replace it and we were able to secure, at a sensible cost, a pair of constriction clutch units and a
pair of mechanical brake units. These should ensure that we have sufficient spares to keep our twin-drum
serviceable for years to come. We now just have to arrange for collection at some time.

On the subject of the 2-drum winch, it is dire need of a repainting. It was intended to do this last year, but
for obvious reasons this did not happen. The intention now is to do this work as soon as possible after the
lock-down ends and to this extent a team of volunteers will be needed. Please let me know if you can help as
I am compiling a list.
6. Rain Stopped Play by Paul Capitain
We’ve all heard it before, especially in winter. “Take-off and landing on the peritrack.”, “Cable tow-out
vehicle must stay on the hard surface and use the boom”, “No retrieve vehicles on the grass.”
Waterlogged ground at Upwood may be a considerable inconvenience to us but it’s not a new problem.
Indeed, flying operations on the airfield were suspended regularly during WW2 for the same reason.
Upwood airfield started life during WW1 as a satellite site for Elmswell in Suffolk, initially flying BE2s. It was
originally called Bury Airfield before being renamed at a later date. After hostilities ceased the land was
given back to the community and it was not until the mid-1930s that it once more returned to aviation and
in 1937 received its first compliment of Hawker Hinds and Audaxes. They were replaced soon after by Fairey
Battles but when these became outclassed, Blenheims and Ansons moved in to form 17 OTU training group.
These were soon joined by Airspeed Oxfords which were used for Beam Approach and Night Flying training.
As operations continued apace there was increasing reliance, especially during winter, on the satellite
airfields of Warboys, Molesworth and Steeple Morden when Upwood became waterlogged. Flying from
Upwood quite often became impossible during winter following heavy rain or snow. The winter of 1939/40
was particularly bad. Incidentally, it was during the following winter that the German spy Josef Jakobs was
captured by farmers near the airfield and eventually became the last person to be executed at the Tower of
London.

Blenheim Mk.1 of 17 OTU, RAF Upwood
By late 1942 plans were imminent to replace the Blenheims with much larger and heavier Wellingtons, which
would have struggled on Upwood’s grass, so it was decided to transfer all operations to Silverstone. A very
muddy and wet Upwood was left with no aircraft! A reprieve for Upwood arrived in April 1943 with the
construction of three concrete runways. Once completed these would allow, first-of-all Mosquitos of 139
Pathfinder squadron and then Lancasters to move in without any fear of interrupted operations due to poor
ground conditions.
Post WW2 life at Upwood continued with yet more heavy bombers. A brief stay by B24 Liberators was
followed by Lincolns, the Lancaster’s successor. However, yet more change was not far off when, in 1955,
Upwood joined the jet age with the arrival of the Canberra which stayed until military flying at the base
ceased in 1961. It was not until our gliding club moved in decades later that Upwood’s long tradition of
aviation would continue which included flying from the grass once more.
Life on the airfield had come full circle.
Editor’s Note: For those interested in the history of Upwood Airfield, there was a film made in 1953 called
‘Appointment in London’ which starred Dirk Bogarde. The flying sequences, featuring Lancasters, were all
done at RAF Upwood. It is available for free as a complete film on YouTube.

7. What I Did During Lockdown by Romo
Upgrade and modification to my 1955 BSA B31 350cc. motorbike.
The upgrade was fitting flashing directional indicators. These were not standard until the early 60s on British
bikes.
The first thing was to search the internet for 6 volt systems and then decide on the one that I wanted. Having
done that, it was then a case of ordering the set c/w relay and switch and the wiring, snap connectors, pvc
sleeving and fabric adhesive tape. Having then obtained all the relevant bits and pieces I then needed to
remove the petrol tank and dual seat. Fitting the front indicators was fairly straightforward, removing the
headlamp mounting bolts and fitting the lamp bolts in their place, running the wiring from the lamps thru
the headlamp, along the frame to the relay next to the 6 volt battery. From the relay back to the handlebar
mounted indicator switch. All the exposed wiring sleeved and wrapped in Spirowrap.
The rears were not so straightforward as after fitting the lamps to the rear mudguard, space was at a
premium between the underside of the mudguard and the top of the tyre. I was able to follow and clip to
the rear lamp wiring under the mudguard but this was not easy with little room to work in.
Eventually it was all clipped up and routed to the relay. Again, all exposed wiring was sleeved, taped and
Spirowrapped. One thing to remember on all of this was that the 6 volt system was Positive earth and all the
wiring diagrams were for Negative earth. After much head scratching it was sorted and it all worked. I then
replaced the seat and petrol tank. I know feel a lot safer on the road.
The mod was to fit an oil tap in the flow line to the engine. One problem with the older bikes is that they
tend to suffer from “wet-sumping”. This is when the oil runs from the tank and seeps into the engine sump.
These bikes have a dry sump lubrication. This means that only when the engine runs, does the oil get into
the sump and it is then pumped back to the tank. After seeping into the sump, the oil then finds its way into
the chain-case. So before running the engine the sump and the chain-case need to be drained to the level
hole and the tank refilled. If the bike is used fairly often then wet-sumping is not a problem, only when it is
stored for a month or so.
The micro ball tap is fitted into the supply line from tank to engine. The pipe fittings are ¼ BSP (British Pipe
Thread) and the pipe diameter is 5/16”. The feed pipe is flexible steel with with rigid 5/16” ends with
soldered nipples and loose nuts. The tank end has a 90 degree bend in the pipe. This pipe has to be cut so as
to be able to use the 90 degree bend with nut and nipple to go back onto the oil tank and the other of this
pipe fits onto the tap which has a compression joint at each end. The cut pipe then attaches to the
compression joint on the other end of the tap. In other words, cut the pipe and fit the oil tap between the
two cut ends. The oil tap fittings are 8mm but as this is only a few thou difference to 5/16” there is no
problem. All proved and tested, no leaks.
The cost of the indicators etc was about £60.00 and the oil tap conversion was £4.00.

Roger’s 1955 BSA 350

8. What I Did During Lockdown by Alan Wyse
I needed something to occupy my time, especially during the warm bright weather last Summer when we
could not go gliding. So as we needed 3 low soil-retaining walls in our garden I tried a bit of bricklaying. I had
never done this before, so I started by reading up my DIY Manual to get the basic info I needed.
The walls needed to be built 2 bricks thick and 2 courses high, as I wanted to put a capping of bricks-on-edge
on the top, the bricks-on-edge laying long-side down across the wall. Also, I wanted the walls to be stable
and not fall over under the weight of the soil behind them. The 2 courses were therefore to be laid in the
Flemish Bond pattern - one pair of bricks lengthwise (stretchers), one brick across the ends of the first pair
(header), then the next pair lengthwise again, etc. The upper of the 2 courses was to be staggered by 3/4
brick to provide the proper vertical bonding between the 2 courses.
I planned to build the 3 walls separately, learning from the mistakes of one before tackling the next one glad I did as I made a few on the first wall! First job was to mark out and dig out the footings and fit timber
shuttering to provide a level, 3 to 4 inches deep, footing 10 inches wide, which was then filled with concrete
and levelled off. The first wall was to be an 'L' shape, approx 6 ft long with 2 ft leg on one end. This first part
went well, with the footing staying in position when the shuttering was removed, making a good, level base
for the brickwork. See photo of "First Wall Footings" to get the idea.
Then the fun started! Laying the first course of bricks started off OK with the first few bricks in line and level
with each other, but by the time I got to the 'L' bend they were a bit out-of-line and I had made the
vertical mortar joints a bit too thick so the end of the brickwork overlapped the end of the footing - not by
much and not enough to make me lift them and start again. Pressed on and built the second course, making
minor alignment changes to keep it all tidy. The top capping layer was a bit more of a challenge as the frog in
the top of each brick had to be kept filled with mortar whilst aligning the brick on its edge with its neighbour
and keeping it upright with the tops level with each other! See photo of the "First Wall" for the end result.
The second wall was even more taxing - a longer second leg approx 9ft long, going back into the soil 'hill'
behind it, coupled by a 60degree acute joint to the short, straight first leg. This needed the soil to be dug out
of the 'hill' to keep the footings of the second leg of this wall level with the first leg. Working out the 3dimensional jig-saw of the 60-degree mitre joint in the brickwork to achieve the corner between the 2 parts
of the wall also caused a few headaches - maintaining the bond pattern and providing a base for the next
layer of bricks. Several bricks in each course had to be cut to a 30 degree angle to pair with another to
achieve the end result - a manual brick saw blade in a hacksaw and lots of elbow exercise was the only way
out for me. However, it all came together - see photo of the "Second Wall" for this result.
Finally, the third wall was tackled, this one although longer than the other 2 with legs of 9ft and 10ft had a
simpler 120 degree obtuse-angled joint between the 2 parts which was easier to achieve than the
previous one. This wall was the straightest and flattest of the 3 and I was well pleased with this one! See
photo of the "Third Wall" for this one.
All of the concrete for the footings and all of the mortar for the brickwork was mixed by hand on the garage
floor as I could use only a small quantity at a time without it drying out and going off before being laid. More
exercise for my back muscles!
This was a good garden project for me, the walls are still standing and doing their job of retaining soil behind
them, but I don't think that I want to repeat the experience again, nor am I going to join my son in his new
builder business!
(Editor’s Note: That is a really great wall Alan, Congratulations. I have some walls and fences to sort out. Oh
no, you will be too busy working on the Club’s gliders!).

9. Flying Training Days by Nigel Bing
November 1962, we were coming up to the end of our basic Jet Provost course and the aerobatic
competition loomed. Typical Lincolnshire, foggy weather had grounded us for days so flying currency was
suffering. At last a fit solo day, so I was keen to polish up my aeros sequence in spite of marginal visibility
conditions.
Going over the top of a barrel roll, I noticed a Hastings directly below on a reciprocal heading. "Funny, I
thought, that was a strange angle of bank for a big transport" but continued on and finished my sortie. After
landing had to assemble with the rest of my course to be notified that an Air Miss Report had been filed
involving a J-P and the flight commander wanted to know who the culprit was. Those were the days of big
open skies and few airspace restrictions. Indeed, airways were regarded as a bit of a nuisance as they
intruded into our exercise space so seeing another aircraft didn't seem such a big deal. Inevitably, once
airborne times were checked, it seemed likely that I was involved and I was hauled off to the Flight
Commander's office to be subjected to a stern lecture on flying visibility limitations, lookout, and the duty of
reporting air misses and loads of other flight safely details in general. It seems I'd scared the s--t out of the
Hastings crew as with my gyrations they were not sure which avoiding action was best.
Exit one chastened student
Fast forward to 1963
Now flying Gnats in N Wales and trying to polish up a new vertical eight manoeuvre. It was early days on the
course so we had covered the basic aerobatic manoeuvres but my instructor Flt Lt Al ------- was a real go
getter with quite a reputation amongst the instructors and some awe amongst the students because he liked
to push his aircraft and students as far as possible (later becoming infamous for flying a Hunter through
Tower Bridge!). While the vertical eight was no big deal it was a useful exercise because it required different

handling techniques through a broad speed range to get it right, hence my need to get in some practice.
Accelerating to 500kts for the first pull up I noticed an Anson ahead so abandoned the pull up, overtook it
and cleared the area to seek out a less cluttered area. Shortly after Air Traffic from Valley put out a combine
call for all Gnats to clear the Lleyn Peninsula because there had been an air miss report.
I knew this was probably me, so after my Hastings incident I thought I'd do the right thing and report my
involvement on landing, thus clearing the air. I'd seen the other aircraft, avoided it and reported it, so what's
to worry about? WRONG!
After some discussion I was summoned to the Flight Commander's office where on entering I saw another
senior instructor standing by his desk, both of them looking grim.
"Explain yourself"
"Well, I was accelerating to pull up for my vertical eight when I saw and avoided an Anson"
"Your WHAT?"
"My vertical eight sir"
"But the Anson pilot said he was at 1500ft"
I knew then that this was not going to end well as we were not supposed to carry out aerobatics below
5000ft. Perhaps if I was lucky, the best I might get would be a posting to a piston-engined Varsity course. The
worst didn't bear thinking about.
"WHO is your instructor?"
"Flight Lieutenant ------- sir"
Brief silence
"Oh, F--k Off then"
Exit one relieved student
PS: Thank you Al
10. The Early Rambling for the Eternal Pessimist Glider
The idea for a glider fit for the older generation, who wanted a bit of comfort in their later years,
was the inspiration for this project (this was of course before EASA or BGA CofA existed).
The cockpit was designed to give maximum comfort. To cater for those arrival landing, we all seem
to make at times, a Pedigree pram lower half was to be used, it had leaf suspension and 4 wheels
and gave better stability on the ground. To this was bolted the pilot’s seat, a well upholstered
commode, this solves the toiletry problems when flying. The light-weight wings, fuselage and fin are
then constructed around this.
The controls are simplified to give a stick to which is attached firstly a string/wire looped round
pulleys at front and rear to which is attached a weight (size to be determined by test pilot). When
the stick is moved forward, the weight moves forward causing the nose to be heavier and so goes
down, when the stick if moved back, the weigh moves back and so the tail gets heavier which goes
down. (I think this is covered in the Bronze C papers of 1910 or NOT)
To turn the glider, a similar arrangement is fitted in the wings so that when the stick is moved to the
left, the wing weight is moved from its central position into the left wing, making this heavier so that
wing goes down, if the stick is moved to the right, the weight moves into the right wing. Simple isn’t
it.
The basic instruments of the beast meant a radical thinking process, to see how fast you were going,
a rope with a handkerchief knotted at the 4 corners attached at one end, then the handkerchief end
is eased over the side of the open cockpit (remember the aircraft is fitted with a commode so we
need as much fresh air as we can get) at intervals along the rope are a series of knots, once the rope
stops, simply pull in the rope and count the knots, that’s how fast you will be going. The test pilot
will have calibrated this for you. To find your height above the ground a similar arrangement is used
but this time a weight is tied to another rope and lower over the side, when the rope goes slack, pull
in the rope and count the number of arm lengths you recover and that is your height, only do this in
open country as many people have complained that their roof tiles or chimneys have been
dislodged.
Remember if the Test Pilot has brought the aircraft back and landed it, then it is ready for you to have your
go.
This flying thing is addictive so proceed with caution.

Written by a Nutcase for other Nutcases to read.
11. The Ups & Downs of Vintage Gliders by Graham Hayes
For those who don’t know me I joined Nene Valley after gliding with the Air Cadets as an instructor for 50
years. To get away from the Air Cadet restrictions another instructor and I bought a Slingsby Swallow 20
years ago, which I still own and is now kept at Upwood. this was 20 years ago Althoug the intension was to
do some cross country flying I still haven’t got her away from the circuit. As well as the Swallow a number of
us at the Squadron purchased a T21b, most of us in the syndicate had flown these with the cadets and we
had a nostalgic view of the type.

Our Sedbergh XN 186 (BGA Trigraph HFG) was originally kept at Wethersfield with the intention of flying it
during non-operational hours. We did this for a while even into the period of the ‘pause’, but 2FTS put paid
to that by withdrawing the use of the winch and airfield and ultimately ordered us to remove it from
Wethersfield altogether in Jan 2018. When we had to move the aircraft out of Wethersfield the Army Gliding
Club (AGC) at Wattisham kindly accepted us and made us very welcome. Never has a T21 been so well
protected! AGC have two HAS’s (hardened shelters) where their fleet and vehicles are kept.

We managed to borrow a closed trailer from The Gliding Centre at Husbands Bosworth so that we could
attend their 65th Anniversary and subsequently the Camphill Vintage Rally in Derbyshire. It was during this
trip that we discovered the condition of the fabric, some movement of the tailplane in the trailer had
resulted in a large puncture in the fabric and during its repair we realised just how old and fragile it was!
Various handling incidents of a minor nature confirmed the need for a recovering exercise.
A fine weekend spent flying with its older sibling at Husbands Bosworth

And onto Camphill in Derbyshire, where we had light Easterly winds and soaring temperatures but not many
soaring gliders.
In October 2018, having sourced enormous amounts of fabric, dope, and thinners etc, work commenced on
stripping the old fabric from the fuselage, which was quite quick and a lot of fun. The real work started with
the cleaning of the frame to remove the old glue and applied the cement which secured the new fabric,
called Ceconite (a manmade fibre) rather than the Madapolam (Linen) that would have been the original
covering.

The stripping and cleaning amounted to some 5 or 6 days of work and as we had an inspector on the team,
inspection of the frame was basically an ongoing process. Fabric cement was applied to all the wooden
surfaces that come into contact with the fabric and left to dry (it takes minutes due to the volatile solvents
used in it). Then the daunting task of cutting the expensive material commenced and its application to the
fuselage took place (we started at the tail since the flat faces are much easier to learn on), thinned cement
reactivated the cement on the wood and was rubbed through the fabric to ensure good adhesion. When it
came to the compound curves of the cockpit and nose area, careful cutting, stretching, and forming needed
to be carried out. The same applied to the tailplane and rudder which both have multiple compound curves
and proved to be the more difficult due to the tight radius of them. Having learnt how to and successfully
completed these tasks, the rather tedious task of applying dope, rubbing down and reapplying more dope
took place, until finally silver paste was added to thinned dope to give the fabric protection against sunlight,
a minimum of two coats of this with rubbing down after each required.

As you can see wrinkles are inevitable, but we got good at removing them.

The fuselage was ready for the finishing top-coat, which was carried out in a professional spray booth with
the correct equipment and expertise to give the finish required. You will see from the next batch of photos
what a good job they made of it, and this has been supported by the comments from lots of people from the
Vintage Glider Club at the 2019 International Rally.

This was held at Tibenham in Norfolk during a week in July/August and was close enough to be able to
aerotow in both directions using Wattisham’s Schiebe Falke. Fortunately, weather and aircraft cooperated so
a good week was had by aircraft and crew. Whilst at Tibenham the wings were put to the ‘pen’ test by an
experienced inspector, as the pen punctured the fabric we knew that the wings had to be recovered, a
bigger task than the fuselage.

Once back at Wattisham it was time to consider when to start the other half of the recovering job, namely
the wings. When you consider that each wing is about the same length as the fuselage which had taken 3 to
4 months to do is quite daunting and there are two of them!!! Nevertheless we had a few months of fun
with the Sedbergh before we started the strip of the wings - opting to do them one at a time to develop our
skills and not have bare airframes sitting in a cold and potentially damp hanger unnecessarily. Again, the
stripping was fun and the glue cleaning less so.
But what was surprising was the 25 x 75 mm hole we found in the leading edge that had not been patched
but just covered with doped fabric and no-one who had inspected the aircraft since its last recovering had
found it! This caused a bit of consternation and a borescope was employed to try to see if there was further
damage and find the missing ply in the ‘D’ box, but it was nowhere to be found. Some 1 mm ply was sourced
and scarfed into the hole and getting a 15 to 1 slope on the thin ply was challenging. The result was very
pleasing once the patch was glued into place and lightly sanded to make it absolutely flush.

Since the fabric only comes at 70 inches wide it was not possible to cover the wing with two pieces so it was
necessary to cover in patches, in fact each mainplane consists of 3 panels on the inner section and another
for the outer section. The ailerons were removed and covered separately.
The leading edge as far back as the main-spar is ply covered and therefore was easy to sand, glue and apply
fabric, the top surface from the spar to the trailing edge was really no different to the skeleton section of the
fuselage just a bit laborious. The skill comes in the lower surface which being concave must be glued very
securely in place as the fabric tended to pull away from the ribs as it was taughtened with the application of
the dope, we did have a couple of issues with this but managed to develop the skills to rectify.
Sealing the fabric, then tensioning, doping, and finally silver doping the wings is a very long-winded job as
there is something like 250 sq. ft area to each wing and they each need 5 coats to complete the job. Had it
not been for the dreaded Covid19 the wings would have been completed certainly by the end of March 2020
working nearly every Saturday since November 2019 so you can see it’s quite time consuming and the main
reason for not doing the whole job in one go.
Having got through the first lockdown and with the wings recovered by the end of September, the remaining
tasks were to strip and prime the metal parts of the wing, mainly inspection hatches, root fittings and the
large metal “turtledeck” that covers the gap between the wings, then to hand them over to the sprayer for
finishing.
Having concluded the physical work on the wings the next thing we looked at was the cockpit area which we
had ignored during the fuselage recover. Paint chips, scuff marks and general fading of the paintwork
defined the task – repaint the visible areas. The correct shade of two pack paint was procured from Northern
Ireland and the seats were removed from site to paint when we found out that the brushed finish was
excellent, Instruments had been removed and the steel panel taken away for a coat of black Hammerite.
Once the current lockdown ends, we hope to get the wings into the paint bay and the aircraft should look as
good as new.
I would like to thank my colleague Terry Horsley for help on this article
12. Pair Flying by John Young
As many of you know that attended last year’s Task Week, or previous years, I (L-Spatz) often take the
opportunity to fly with Tom Edwards (Ka8) not just at Upwood but also Camphill, Skelling, Lattrigg and more
recently at Lasham. The reason behind this goes back some years, starting with my early efforts at NVGC in
trying to maximise training/available equipment/pilot progression and best use of the day.
Starting with lead and follows in the club two seaters, sometimes ending in lead and scatters it was clear this
was no easy task regardless of the time spent briefing and preparing for the task. Later there were better
successes with local mutual flights, especially when our neighbouring club (Lyveden) had a fairly competitive
CFI who was also trying to provide advanced soaring and cross-country training. Both clubs were often taking
not just advanced solo pilots, sometimes pre-solo pupils to help their progression.
Back to "Pair Flying".
At a visit to Camphill for a Vintage meeting a number of years ago, it was clear to me that the aim of the day
was to stay airborne as long as you could and this was highlighted at the next day’s briefing and prize giving.
Now I have to say I found the meeting, its format, the people, aircraft and especially the atmosphere of the
whole week was superb (I started going again a few years ago), but I always have and still believe it’s not the
time you have in the air that's important, it’s what you do with it. This is where Tom comes in.
All vintage meetings have a strong social side. Camphill’s bar is always lively and that's where Tom and I
chatted between beers about getting something more out of our time. We not only tried to out-do each
other with time in the air but started to tick off the local turning points.
Over the next few years we had completed a few local tasks together at Camphill and were getting used to
each other’s flying style and probably just as important, becoming reliant on the passing of information
during the flight - a bit more on this later. We started doing bigger flights during our annual visits, one year

clocking up over 40Hrs in the week, but that's not important. Some were larger triangle flights, but especially
memorable was the out-and-return to Sutton Bank and another flight to the coast (Mabelthorpe) landing at
Strubby in the most horrible weather when most did not fly (we only did because it was the 50th anniversary
of the world championships with exactly the same weather)
So why do it and how? Easy part first -It’s fun! OK I will expand a bit. It is possible for lower performance
gliders to achieve more from the day and possibly score more than better gliders on a given day (better
pilots is another story). It is often the case that both pilots will push a bit harder to achieve bigger tasks.
Better thermal searching is clearly a great advantage and if it all goes to a bag of worms there is always the
option of one getting home and doing the retrieve. How to do it? Well I can only give hints in this article as
this warrants more space/time and if you are interested you should firstly discuss with the instructor team or
myself. Hopefully I can expand on some of the following hints.
Gliders
Try to match performance. If this is not possible or there is a big gap in performance, the higher performance
should take on the role of advance thermal searching.
Task
Start with agreeing on smaller tasks to gain some experience, fitting together most of the following hints
before moving onto bigger tasks and using the day’s conditions to the full.
Pilots
Again - try to match pilot experience. If this is not possible the more experienced pilot should assume the
role of leader/thermal finder.
Discipline
This is a big one. You (all) MUST be disciplined in thermal entry, centering and leaving. By definition, you will
be sharing thermals for a much higher percentage of your task during pair flying than normally on a solo
flight.
Communications
Agree pre-flight which radio channels are to be used locally and then on task. Keep messages short and to
the point. Share information on climb rates, positions and intentions.
Especially, when thermaling, if you believe you have or are going to put yourself into the other glider/gliders
blind spot announce your position (e.g: -thermaling right, high, to your right/left "clear" as example, the
other glider may not be comfortable’ but at least he is aware that you are correcting or are aware of the
situation. VER put another glider in their blind spot or stay in, or be in a blind spot for any length of time,
When on task the leader at the time just advises on the conditions and intentions of turning if the pair are
close. The leader should announce turning direction if the pair are close. The follower should occasionally
advise their relative position if close - i.e. on your left high/low "clear" (indicating that there is clearance for
the leader to turn if required). Lookout is always a priority and should never be compromised by a real or
misheard radio call.
When on task try not to have too much line abreast separation; better still if both pilots have clear visibility
of each other, watching for energy changes. Following in line astern formation for any length of time should
only be done if there is a definite energy line, again the follower should announce their position every so
often but especially if comfortable separation reduces.
If you have found the above interesting and think you could expand your enjoyment or improve your cross
country performance by trying pair flying please talk to myself, the instructor team or just buddy up with
another pilot or two and practice , the results will help you get much more from any days conditions and
take you further than "just a badge flight".

13. My Dream Came True by Peter Valentine
Ever since I flew my first solo in a Tiger Moth at Luton when I was 17 years old my dream, as with virtually
every other pilot at that time, was to fly in a Spitfire.
As many will know I recently had a ‘big-number birthday’ and my family clubbed together to enable me to
live this long-held dream. The flight was from Duxford and on 10th December I turned up with Sharon and my
Grandson Dennis to meet my pilot, one Paul Bonhomme, who is very well known in air racing and aerobatic
competitions.
At briefing I was asked if I had any flying experience and it turned out that Paul had recently taken up gliding
which gave us some ‘common ground’. Then he said that he would do the take off and initial climb out, then
I should fly the ‘sortie’.
A thorough briefing was followed by getting strapped-in and then that wonderful Merlin was started and off
we went. Acceleration on the take-off roll was very positive and soon it was in the air, wheels up and
trimmed for a climbing turn to port. At 1500 ft QFE Paul said the magic words “You have control” and he
briefed me to trim for climb at 160 to 165 mph indicated at 2100 rpm. We headed out towards Newmarket
as there was some clear sky there. I levelled off at 4000 ft, re-trimmed and set 2000 rpm which gave just
over 200 mph airspeed. After doing a few reasonably gentle turns I asked if I could do a much tighter turn.
This was OK’ed and after a good look around I rolled into a 70 to 75 degree turn. Not much rudder was
needed as there is very little adverse yaw when quite a lot of aileron is applied, but the stick needed to come
very well back to hold the turn and keep the nose on the horizon. Checking the climb-descent showed zero I
went a full 360 and appreciated Paul’s comment “You’ve done this before I think”! A few more turns and I
asked what the stalling speed was. Asked to guess I thought it would be around 85 mph, but Paul said it was
more like 75 mph, but to find out myself. It was back with the throttle and hold the nose just above the
horizon. I was told to note the amount of aileron control right up to the stall and I was indeed surprised that
such a high-performance aeroplane could be so docile even when the pre-stall buffet started. The nose drop
was smooth and very little forward stick was required. I then did a steeper stall which was again very easy.
Paul suggested that I do a full aileron roll. We had discussed this on the ground and he said he would
demonstrate it to me, but now he just said to get on with it myself. The brief was to dive and increase the
power a bit and, at 270 mph indicted pull the nose gently up until my feet were level with the horizon and
apply full aileron but no rudder at all. My first pull up was a bit too sharp - Spitfires keep their energy longer
than a glider with 1500 bhp up front - but my second was correct and the Spitfire just rotated very smoothly
and it was easy to level the wings after exactly 360 degrees. Then ‘attitude, power and re-trim’ for level
flight.
I asked Paul to show me a half-loop with a roll off the top which he did. It is such a smooth manouver. Then
it was back to Duxford in a long descent and once we were near Paul took over and did a ‘beat-up’ of the
area where Sharon and Dennis were waiting, followed by an upward roll taking us to circuit height. Prelanding checks, wheels-down and Paul demonstrated a continuous slipping turn onto finals and the flare out
with that huge nose was ‘interesting’. A beautiful fully-held-off 3-point landing finished the flight and then it
was just the de-brief and a cup of tea. The entire experience was absolute magic and indeed a dream come
true.

14. Gliding in 2051 or a Flight of Fantasy by ‘Anon’, but submitted by John Bennett
I was given a Crystal Ball for Christmas this year and I have only just got around to using it. For the

youngsters amongst you perhaps I should explain that a Crystal Ball is a bit like one of those things you
get from Amazon or GO. It produces wispy type pictures and has the advantage of not needing
batteries, software updates or is it dependent on BT or Branson. It is about 125 mm diameter sits on a
little black mount and is covered with a purple cloth when not in use. I find that a few wee drams of
Scotland’s finest help to clarify the visual images.
When I asked what we might expect in the world of gliders/sailplanes and sport aviation in the future it
provided some interesting facts that you might like to know about.
In that post fossil fuel, global warmed world when Peterborough-on-Sea had surpassed most
Mediterranean resorts as a premier holiday destination and electric winches had proven unviable due
to the high cost of providing 13 amp sockets at enough suitable locations and when Dynema and steel
cable were no longer available, all sailplanes were “self-launch”. They used electric motors powered by
light weight Selenium Cobalt Polymer Batteries (SCPB). These were charged by integral solar cells or, if
necessary, could be quickly changed between flights. They we manufactured in Mexico and bought on
E-Bay, without a Form 1 (Please see de-regulation) and typically had sufficient capacity for 17 selflaunches or 3 hours of continuous running so the quick-change feature was seldom required.
The greatest development in Aeromedical world was the ability to identify the gene that many people
were born with but had previously only suspected. This was the fascination or even love for flying and
all things aeroplane related. This was like a virus that attacked the central nervous system after the
first sight or flight in any light aeroplane and plagued the recipient for the rest of their lives. To identify
this gene early enough had the advantage of not wasting resources in training those people who had
no intention of continuing to want to fly even after their families and grown up and their mortgages all
paid off.
With the demise of oil-based plastics and the loss of old-time skills to build wood and fabric gliders,
new construction materials and techniques were developed. Like the adoption of electric power for
model aeroplanes that Sport again came to the assistance of full-size aeroplanes but only with the help
of the Fen Farmers (FF). Wings, fuselage and tail plane were still produced as separate parts for easy
storage but were now formed in high strength light weight foam grown in external concrete moulds.
Concrete moulds had been used to build Mosquito fuselages back in the 1940’s but as a male plug
rather than a female mould. The new mounds were split to release the component parts that were an
homogeneous foam. The foam was encased in a thin layer of brown waste wood pulp and treated with
a balsamic liquid for added protection and finished in any colour you wished provided it was black. This
was of course a development of an old technology first used by many of King Fords’ horses and men of
yesteryear. Control rods and cable had become redundant 10 years earlier with the introduction of WiFi and small actuators at the control services and the Central Computer Unit (CPU) connected by a
dedicated chip fitted into the pilot’s neck so all he had to do was think the aeroplane into his required
manoeuvres. This was superb for aerobatics and spin recovery. Again, very similar to driving a vintage
performance car with bucket seats. The pilot compartment, the term “Cockpit” had been considered
inappropriate by about half the population for many years, was formed by an enclosed capsule with a
built-in ejection module with its own parachute. The Farmers contribution was the cotton polymer (CP)
seed that grew, using a special hydroponic fluid supplied from Wychwood, inside the mould to provide
the structural foam. Some of you will recall, if you are still awake, Wychwoods’ other great liquid
product. Naturally the FF were paid a vast subsidy for their efforts but this was offset by that previously
paid for growing potatoes and sugar beet that were the main reason that so many people were
overweight and unable to fly gliders. This was thought to be one cause for the decline in the popularity
of gliding in the early 20s. The CP seed would grow like low density yeast to fill a 15m glider set of
mounds in 3 weeks if the temperature was maintained at 20 degrees. It took longer at lower
temperatures.
Development in instrumentation had progressed rapidly in Slovenia in the thirties; the little red and
green ball Cosim variometers that had been rediscovered and reverse engineered was again in fashion
but along with all other instrumentation was now presented as a head up display on the canopy. The
display would move to always be in the pilot’s line of sight and would always be at the correct light
level so as not to limit look out. The vario was of course able to display the thermals and areas of
sinking air as airfalls (like waterfalls), bubbles or spirals shaded green and red. Rates of rise and sink
were shown by intensity of colour. This development had finally explained the true shape of thermals.

Increasing regulation of air sports had been a growing problem but the decline of the Airline Industry
with Boing and Airbus relegated to making kitchen appliances, global warming and the ban on fossil
fuels led to less demand for mass air travel. With world peace having broken out the Royal Air Force
and the Fleet Air Arm were now part of the Merchant Navy and there was virtually no military flying.
They only had a very few aeroplanes in any case. The only commercial usage was “Take Away”
deliveries, Great Ouse (GO) suppliers (they bought out Amazon in 2029) and so called “Sports’
Personalities” flying Corporate E- Biz Jets. Air sports became self-regulated and paid for by central
government subsidies. The CAA and EASA had long been disbanded with all their employees being
seconded to the Outer Hebrides and Friesian Islands Development Research Group. De-regulation was
regulated, (?) with a light touch, by the now combined BGA/LAA/BHGA/BBA. (CBGALAABHGABBA)
whose’ greatest problem was that nobody could remember in which order the initials were written.
Information on the development of the NVGC all looks too blurry to read, my mate who’s lovely
daughter sent him a bottle of malt that she intended him to share with me, has just finished the last
drop. If we can get some more and if required there might be more information still available in that
crystal ball!
It’s all in the mind you know!

15. For Sale
1. I have for sale my 1972 Standard Cirrus, build number 236, available from 1st September.
Schempp-Hirth built with impressive history including original logbook with first flight undertaken by Mr
Holinghaus himself.
Glider in generally good condition with some minor gelcoat crazing in places and occasional chip from
aerotow launches from concrete.
New mainwheel fitted last year in good condition and a rare modified tailskid with integral wheel.
Working water-ballast system and 2 x 20 litre barrels.
Mini Nimbus seat back currently in unfinished state.
Approximate current hours/launches: 2435H,955L
One of the barrels seems to lose some water after a while so could do with replacing.
Full outdoor covers plus canopy cover. Can be solo rigged with supplied trestles and large wing dolly.
Full tow-out gear, could use a little tlc in places.
Fully roadworthy trailer with brand new brakes fitted and travelled around 600 miles last year.
Instruments;
PZL ASI, Winter mechanical variometer, G-meter, Flarm, Bohli compass, Turn slip ( currently inop)
Artificial horizon (currently inop), Winter (I think) altimeter, 8.33 radio, OAT gauge, Cable to charge PDA
Optional: S80 vario and remote stick, fully activated only needs Flarm splitter unit and associated cable
for gps usage. Unit is about a year and a half old.
Asking £12,000 for the glider and trailer plus £1800 for S80 and stick.
Glider available from 1st September 2021, possibly earlier depending on Covid situation in relation to
junior nationals. Current ARC will be renewed in April so ARC at time of sale will be April/ May ’22
Give me a ring on 07933 240308. Tim Williamson
-------------------------------------------------------

2. Ceiling Fan (3.2808 Imp. ft. dia.), Ideal for these hot evenings when you have had a busy day at

the Club. 2 Blades that fold back to facilitate easy storage. Batteries not included. Might need
protection guard if used as a desk fan or on a low ceiling to comply with local ‘Elf and Safety
regulations. No reasonable offer refused. Please contact R.Emms 07761 478417

16. Snippets
•

The Club Development Advisory Committee have been meeting regularly by ‘Zoom’ and are
continuing to make recommendations for consideration by the Management Committee in due
course. The initial report will be circulated to all members shortly.

•

It certainly seems that there are a lot of members with hobbies which have been increasingly
important during the ‘lock-downs’. Railway modelling is one such subject and there are at least 5
members in this category. In fact, Martin Reynolds’ 00-Gauge model was featured in ‘Railway
Modeller’ magazine a short while ago.

•

The re-cladding of the clubhouse will shortly begin and Ron has a good team to help him. This will
preserve our ‘home’ for a few more years.

•

Brian Palmer’s new caravan is certainly very smart and well-equipped.

•

The newly acquired K8 is certainly very smart and is so much better condition-wise than the old one,
which will shortly be for sale. On the subject of the old one, if any members want a low-cost K8 with
12 months ARC, then speak with Alan.

•

The Slingsby T49 Capstan, which is owned by the T21 syndicate, is being worked on and will be ready
to fly soon after flying is again permitted. It was once flown by Prince Philip and has always been
known by the call-sign ‘Speed-Barge One’.

•

There is an Olympia 2B at the club owned by a syndicate which includes JB, Tim Williamson and Sean
Naseby. What a truly classic aeroplane this is.

1. And Finally…..

Beth has written us some charming and meaningful verse to help us through the Covid-19 epidemic. Thanks
Beth, this is very thoughtful.

It's been almost a year since Covid began
Casting a dark shadow over Wuhan
Readying itself to turn the world upside down
Plunging us all into a never ending lockdown.

It's hard to believe but I thought we'd be done
Like the Australians celebrating under the sun
But the pubs will be shut for a little while yet
Until we conquer the invisible threat.
I know we are all tired of masks and isolation
And it will take time to rebuild the nation
But we are inching ever nearer
To a day where the future start to look clearer
Where we can once again take to skies
And just sit and watch a foreign sunrise
Or enjoy a catch up with our mates
Without worrying about rising infection rates

There will come a day where we will come together
And mourn the lives lost to us forever
Until then, just hold on.

